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ROBERT COWEN INVESTMENTS
NEWSLETTER – END JULY 2020

11 August 2020

“Silence is golden, and gold is up these days, so silence is a solid investment.” Jarod Kintz
“The surest sign that intelligent life exists elsewhere in the universe is that it has never tried to contact us.” Bill 
Watterson

HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS NEWSLETTER ARE:

• A month in markets – July 2020

• The End of the Beginning

• 4 Data Trends That Will Digitally Transform the 2020’s

• Charts/Memes of the month

• RCI Unit Trusts

• RCI – ‘The Family Wealth Office’ – What we offer

A few interesting articles to read when you are done with this newsletter:

➢ What Makes a Good Investor?

➢ Investors: Here's What You Need To Know If Trump Bans TikTok

➢ A useful website to track coronavirus numbers

Note: If any of our clients wish to be added to the Anchor research and news mailing list, kindly let us know and
we will gladly add you.

*If you know of anybody who would like their financial affairs looked at, please do not hesitate to send them
our contact details and we will ensure we get back to them with a proposal plan. They can contact us at
eric@rcinv.co.za or 082 561 3124.

https://www.mauldineconomics.com/the-10th-man/what-makes-a-good-investor
https://www.forbes.com/sites/oliviergarret/2020/07/31/investors-heres-what-you-need-to-know-if-trump-bans-tiktok/#733180d76d99
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/
mailto:eric@rcinv.co.za


Global equities gained for another month in July, although economic growth data confirmed the severity of Q2’s

downturn. Ongoing central bank and government measures continued to provide support for shares and bonds.

Emerging markets enjoyed strong gains on the back of a generally weaker US dollar. This dollar weakness also saw its

way through into more gains for precious metals.

As of July 31, more than half of the companies comprising the S&P500 index reported their earnings. Of these

companies, 84 percent reported earnings in excess of analysts’ estimates, with Health Care and Technology sectors

leading the way. Despite a poor final trading week on the back of disappointing jobless claims and weak GDP

numbers, the mega-cap technology names managed to help cap off a strong month for equities. The S&P500 gained

5.5%, while the Nasdaq rallied a further 6.8% for the month. Locally, The JSE All Share increased a modest 2.6% in

ZAR, helped predominantly by Naspers and the mining stocks (especially gold). The Rand gained a further 1.8%

against the US Dollar, to close at R17.07 as we start to see the dollar weaken. The RCI Worldwide Flexible Fund and

RCI Growth Fund closed up 3.5% and 7.9% for the month and are now ranked 3rd and 1st in their respective categories

over the last year. The RCI Growth Fund is now up 47.24% over the last 12 months and is ranked 3rd over the last 3

years.

On the commodity front, despite a strong rebound in risk assets, traditional portfolio hedges such as gold held up

well, up another 10.8% for the month and 29.8% for the year to date, while oil continued to recover (up 5.2% for the

month). Iron Ore had a strong showing too, up 14% during July. Among shares that made large moves, investors

looked to mining and metals again, given the weaker dollar. Harmony Gold had a solid month, up 53% on the back of

its update and a strong showing from gold. Other precious metal plays such as Implats and Sibanye followed suit.

Interesting to see Foschini up 24% on the back if its bid for Jet stores. On the other hand, property shares continued

to dominate the underperformers in July , with the likes of Hammerson, Fortress and Mas Real Estate all falling

sharply during the month.

No one knows what the “new normal” looks like, but we expect structural changes to continue and possibly

accelerate. This includes a shift towards international investment where many of these opportunities can be found.

Our themes associated with e-commerce, software services, emerging market consumers and digital leisure should

benefit, and we are also maintaining our exposure to reliable defensive companies such as those in the healthcare

sector.
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A MONTH IN MARKETS 
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By Eric Lappeman
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BY BEN THOMPSON

On a practical level, that “0” in the 1980’s could be applied to the entire list: by 1920 automobile manufacturing
was already dominated by GM, Ford, and Chrysler. AMC, a combination of several smaller brands, was a brief
challenger in the 1950s and 1960s, but the “Big Three” mostly had the market to themselves, at least until
imports started showing up in the 1970s.

Just because the proliferation of new car companies ground to a halt, though, does not mean that the impact of
the car slowed in the slightest: indeed, it was primarily the second half of the century where the true impact of
the automobile was felt in everything from the development of suburbs to big box retailers, and everything in
between. Cars were the foundation of society’s transformation, but not necessarily car companies.

Tech’s Story of Disruption

The story tech most loves to tell about itself is the story of disruption: sure, companies may appear dominant
today, but it is only a matter of time until they are usurped by the next wave of start-ups. And indeed, that is
exactly what happened half a century ago: IBM’s mainframe monopoly was suddenly challenged by
minicomputers from companies like DEC, Data General, Wang Laboratories, Apollo Computer, and Prime
Computers. And then, scarcely a decade later, minicomputers were disrupted by personal computers from
companies like MITS, Apple, Commodore, and Tandy.

The most important personal computer, though, came from IBM, with an operating system from Microsoft. The
former provided a massive distribution channel that immediately established the IBM PC as the most popular
personal computer, particularly in the enterprise; the latter provided the APIs that created a durable two-sided
network that made Microsoft the most powerful company in the industry for two decades.

That reality, though, was not permanent: first the Internet shifted the most important application environment
from the operating system to the web, and then mobile shifted the most important interaction environment
from the desk to the pocket. Suddenly it was Google and Apple that mattered most in the consumer space, while
Microsoft refocused on the cloud and a new competitor, Amazon.

Dominance Epochs

Any discussion of dominance in tech touches on three epochs: IBM, Microsoft, and the present day. In this
telling, companies like Google and Apple may be dominant now, but so were IBM and Microsoft, and, just as
their days of IBM and Microsoft’s dominance passed, so too will today’s companies be eclipsed.

“The tech industry loves to talk about ‘moats’ around a business – some mechanic of the product or
market that forms a fundamental structural barrier to competition, so that just having a better product
isn‘t enough to break in. But there are several ways that a moat can stop working. Sometimes the King
orders you to fill in the moat and knock down the walls. This is the deus ex machina of state intervention

The first American automobile maker, Duryea Motor Wagon Company, was founded in 1895; 34 more auto-
makers would be founded in the U.S. in the following five years.Then, an explosion: an incredible 233 additional
automobile makers were founded in the first decade of the 20th century, and a further 168 between 1910 and
1919. The pace from that point on continued to slow:
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CONTINUED…

– of anti-trust investigations and trials. But sometimes the river changes course, or the harbour silts

up, or someone opens a new pass over the mountains, or the trade routes move, and the castle is

still there and still impregnable but slowly stops being important. This is what happened to IBM and

Microsoft. The competition isn’t another mainframe company or another PC operating system— it’s

something that solves the same underlying user needs in very different ways, or creates new ones

that matter more. The web didn’t bridge Microsoft’s moat— it went around and made it irrelevant.

Of course, this isn’t limited to tech — railway and ocean liner companies didn’t make the jump into

airlines either. But those companies had a run of a century — IBM and Microsoft each only got 20

years.

None of this is an argument against regulation per se of any specific issue in tech. If a company is

abusing dominance today, it is not an argument against intervention to point out that it will lose

that dominance in a decade or two — as Keynes says, ‘in the long term we’re all dead’. The same

applies to regulation of issues that have little or nothing to do with market dominance, such as

privacy (though people sometime fail to understand this distinction). Rather, the problem comes

when people claim that somehow these companies are immortal — to say that is to reject all past

evidence, and to claim that somehow there will never be another generational change in tech, which

seems unwise”.

In this understanding of tech dominance, the driver of generational change is a paradigm shift: from
mainframes to personal computers, from desktop applications to the web, first on personal computers, and
then on mobile. Each shift brought a new company to dominance, and when the next shift arrives, so will
new companies rise to prominence.

What, though, is the next shift?

Paradigm Shifts

There is an implication in the “generational change is inevitable” argument that paradigm shifts are sui
generis. The personal computer was a discrete event, the Internet another, and mobile a third. Now we are
simply waiting to see what is next — perhaps augmented reality, or voice assistants.

In fact, I would argue the opposite: the critical paradigm shifts in technology, which drove the generational
changes that Evans wrote about, are part of a larger pattern.

Start with the mainframe: the primary interaction model was punched cards; to execute a program you had
to insert your cards into a card reader and wait for the computer to read the program into memory, execute
it, and give you the results. Computing was done in batches, because the I/O layer was directly linked to the
application and data layer.

This explains why personal computers were so revolutionary: instead of one large shared computer for
which you had to wait your turn, a user could access their own computer on their own desk whenever they
wanted. Still, the personal computer, particularly in a corporate environment, lived alongside not just
mainframes but increasingly servers on an intranet. The I/O layer and application and data layers were being
pulled apart, but both were destinations: you had to go to your desk and be on the network to compute.

This last point gets at why the cloud and mobile, which are often thought of as two distinct paradigm shifts,
are very much connected: the cloud meant applications and data could be accessed from anywhere; mobile
made the I/O layer available anywhere. The combination of the two make computing continuous.
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What is notable is that the current environment appears to be the logical endpoint of all of these changes:
from batch-processing to continuous computing, from a terminal in a different room to a phone in your
pocket, from a tape drive to data centres all over the globe. In this view the personal computer/on-premises
server era was simply a stepping stone between two ends of a clearly defined range.

The End of the Beginning

The implication of this view should at this point be obvious, even if it feels a tad bit heretical: there may not
be a significant paradigm shift on the horizon, nor the associated generational change that goes with it. And,
to the extent there are evolutions, it really does seem like the incumbents have insurmountable advantages:
the hyperscalers in the cloud are best placed to handle the torrent of data from the Internet of Things, while
new I/O devices like augmented reality, wearables, or voice are natural extensions of the phone.

In other words, today’s cloud and mobile companies — Amazon, Microsoft, Apple, and Google — may very
well be the GM, Ford, and Chrysler of the 21st century. The beginning era of technology, where new
challengers were started every year, has come to an end; however, that does not mean the impact of
technology is somehow diminished: it in fact means the impact is only getting started.

Indeed, this is exactly what we see in consumer start-ups in particular: few companies are pure “tech”
companies seeking to disrupt the dominant cloud and mobile players; rather, they take their presence as an
assumption, and seek to transform society in ways that were previously impossible when computing was a
destination, not a given. That is exactly what happened with the automobile: its existence stopped being
interesting in its own right, while the implications of its existence changed everything.

https://stratechery.com/2019/beachheads-and-obstacles/
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BY DAWN PENNINGTON & KEVIN BREKKE

The coronavirus has brought massive changes to the way consumers and companies interact. We find ourselves
in a new, more digitized economy.

This revolution was already on its way. It just arrived earlier than many expected because of the pandemic.
And now, there's no turning back.

That's good news for all kinds of transformational technologies that have been waiting in the wings for their
time to shine. Things like high-speed networks, connected devices, and artificially intelligent everything aren't
just possible. Now, they're imminent.

Where do you start? With the one thing that makes them all possible…

Data: The Backbone of Digital Transformation

In 1980, IBM produced the first 1 gigabyte capacity disk drive. It weighed over 500 pounds and cost $40,000.
Fast-forward to the appearance of Windows 95. Computers still set you back $700 to $3,000. But at the higher
end of that range, you could get a 1 gigabyte hard drive that fit in a personal computer.

At the time, it was hard to fathom filling up all that space. We weren’t backing up thousands of emails, photos,
and favourite songs.

Today, you can fit a 128-gigabyte flash drive easily in your pocket, and it will only set you back $18.

How Do You Measure Change? In Zeroes (21 of Them!)

The new reality is that a gigabyte is nothing these days. We moved on to the terabyte, which is 1,000 gigabytes.
This is about as far as we go when talking about personal computers.

But these days, collecting data (including our personal data) is equivalent to mining gold in the 1800s. So, a
terabyte won’t suffice. We moved to the petabyte, which is 1,000 terabytes. Then the exabyte, which is 1,000
petabytes. And finally to the zettabyte, which is 1,000 petabytes.

Of all the numbers we're talking about today, this is the ONE we want you to remember…

The global datasphere is expected to reach 175 zettabytes by 2025.

4 DATA TRENDS THAT WILL DIGITALLY 
TRANSFORM THE 2020’S

https://www.mauldineconomics.com/reality-check/meet-the-startup-eyeing-googles-crown/
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CONTINUED…

That’s the number 175 with 21 zeros after it... the equivalent of 175 trillion gigabytes.

Cisco Systems (CSCO) calls this the "Zettabyte Era." Here's what one of its analysts, Taru Khurana, said that
could physically look like:

"If each Gigabyte in a Zettabyte were a brick, 258 Great Walls of China (made of 3,873,000,000
bricks) could be built.“

That's huge… and getting bigger. Data scientists already have a name for 1,000 zettabytes: a yottabyte.
In other words, big data doesn't sleep. It snowballs.

The Bigger the Data, The Bigger the Opportunities

It really can be compared to the Forty-Niners invading California during the Gold Rush.

This time, it's companies rushing to collect—and analyse—as much data as they can. That's because data equals
money.

The concept of massive amounts of data being valuable is nothing new. Even in the 1950s, massive amounts of
data were compiled into spreadsheets for analysis. Then in the 1970s, the biggest companies with the most
money could afford room-sized computers to minimize analysts' time.

More recently, big data was only available to the largest companies with the biggest technology budgets. But
that is all changing with the adaptation of artificial intelligence.

Data is only useful once it is analysed. And it can only be analysed after being turned into structured data.
Data scientists spend 50% to 80% of their time collecting and preparing data for use. By using AI and machine
learning to streamline the process, data scientists can focus more on making their conclusions.

What we’re seeing now is a complete change in how all this data is handled.

It’s partly because of an exponential increase in the size of the global datasphere, and partly because the
technology is finally catching up.

4 Digital Trends That Are Already Transforming Our World

The adoption of 5G plays a big part in reducing latency and increasing speed for the handling of this data and
the related processing.

This is resulting in explosive demand for certain areas of the technology sector.

Here are a few of those trends that we’ll be following closely here in Reality Check:

Machine Learning is a specific subset of AI that trains machines.
Yes, it trains AI how to learn and adapt. This development is useful in the sorting and analysis of data, and in the
implementation of the conclusions.
Without the latency of human-driven decisions, efficiency can be at the forefront.

Data Management refers to the process of organizing and sorting data.
This process has to be repeatable and adaptable. Machine learning will no doubt be a part of this task. But at
the base of this will be software and open-source code.

Data Mining is the process by which all this massive data is collected
It has to allow for chaotic and repetitive data to be identified and ignored. Only the highest-quality data gets
moved to the data management phases. This will usually include a separate process for each type of data that is
collected.

Data & Cybersecurity protect both the data and the network.
This last one alone has been growing rapidly over the past few years…

4 DATA TRENDS THAT WILL DIGITALLY 
TRANSFORM THE 2020’S

https://blogs.cisco.com/sp/the-zettabyte-era-officially-begins-how-much-is-that
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Protecting data against cybercrime is set to be a $250 billion industry by 2023.

Here, we're talking about more than your computer zapping some malware that gets downloaded to it. Some of
today's cyber-defence programs can notice a SQL query that takes a few milliseconds too long on a server. This
can help companies and individuals identify a potential attack as it begins.

It's no wonder companies are pouring billions of dollars into all aspects of big data. Management teams
everywhere want to:

• Reduce production costs and improve efficiency with faster and better decision-making.

• Develop new products and services around what consumers actually want and need.

• Recommend products in real time based off of browsing history or by the customer answering a few
questions.

Data collection, analysis, and deployment is an important trend that’s like a runaway snowball traveling down a
steep incline. It’s picking up more and more momentum as it rolls.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

At RCI, we are continuously on the look out for new trends, and companies that could benefit from those. A few
stocks on our watchlist that give exposure to the above theme are:

4 DATA TRENDS THAT WILL DIGITALLY 
TRANSFORM THE 2020’S
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‘HAPPY TO TAKE SMALL AMOUNTS’

RCI BCI Worldwide Flex closed July at 164.32c, up 3.5% for the month and up 32.27% for the last 12 months. It is

ranked 2nd out of 79 funds in its category for the last year, and 5th over a rolling three-year period.

RCI BCI Flexible Fund closed July at 324.15c, up 2.3% for the month and down 4.61% for the last 12 months.

Our unit trusts have the flexibility to buy and sell shares and to change weightings more frequently than in an

individual portfolio. We are happy to take small amounts into the unit trust (from R1000 per month, to lump

sums of up to R25 000). As you will not pay commission to any agents, there is no cost to get in and out of our

fund. When selling, the amount you receive back will depend on our performance.

Collective Investment Schemes in Securities (Unit trusts) are generally medium to long term investments. The value of participatory

interests (units) may go down as well as up, and past performance is not necessarily a guide to the future. Unit trusts are traded at

ruling prices and can engage in borrowing and scrip lending. A schedule of fees and charges and maximum commissions is available

on request from the company/scheme. Commission and incentives may be paid and, if so, would be included in the overall costs. The

portfolio is registered under the license of Boutique Collective Investments, a member of the Association for Savings & Investment SA.

Forward pricing is used. More details are contained in a fact sheet that is available upon request.
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July saw markets continue their strong rise, with both emerging markets and developed markets rallying. The

disconnect between Wall Street and Main Street continues to widen as global equities moved further into the

black for the year, despite poor GDP and employment figures. The weaker US dollar lifted precious metals

further and helped our newly added gold positions for the month. As at month end, more than half of the

S&P500 companies had reported results, with 84% of these reporting better than expected numbers.

In this newsletter, we insert an interesting article from Ben Thompson, highlighting the story of disruption and

how some companies may appear dominant today, but it is only a matter of time until they are usurped by the

next wave of startups. It reminds us that nothing continues forever and we need to remain flexible with our

investment thesis’.

We also include an article on big data and how valuable data is to big companies in the modern age. To give

context, if each gigabyte of data were a brick, you would be able to build 258 Great Walls of China with the

amount of data “floating around”. This brings our attention to businesses that give investors exposure to this

growing theme – data collection, analysis, and deployment.

Most of our client portfolios are very well positioned, and have performed well ahead of benchmarks. Although

portfolios are up, we continue to exercise caution when investing clients’ hard-earned savings. Investors will

start to turn their attention to election promises in the US as November approaches. In addition to this, we

continue to closely monitor the new “tech wars” between the US and China. Please take care out there. Health

should be our number one priority.

We are excited about what the future holds and continue to keep a close look out for companies on our 
watchlist that should be able to generate our clients’ solid returns from current levels, over the medium to long 
term.

We hope to continue assisting you, our clients, by being the best Family Office we can be. 

Di, Mike & Eric

PS: Please feel free to pass this newsletter on to friends and family who may wish to learn more 
about investing. To be added to our mailing list, contact eric@rcinv.co.za

Note: We had an incident this last month in which a client’s email address was hacked and we were requested to

redeem an investment and pay funds to a new bank account. This is not the first time it has happened and

certainly will not be the last. Thanks to the processes we have in place we picked up the scam and the request

was not processed. It is our standard practice that whenever a client changes a bank account, apart from

requesting proof i.e. bank statement or letter from the bank, we always phone the client to confirm. In this case,

the requested proof of bank arrived (it was a doctored one!!) but on phoning the client, we discovered this to be

a scam.

To assist us in making sure this happens as little as possible we would encourage you to change your email

passwords regularly and if you are sent a password by a supplier, e.g. mweb, that you must please change it

immediately.
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WHAT WE OFFER:

FINANCIAL NEEDS ANALYSIS OF YOUR FAMILY’S 
ENTIRE ASSET BASE

• Evaluate existing asset base and asset allocation

• Evaluation of current investment structures 
(retirement, endowment, company, trust etc.)

• Establishment of future goals/objectives/risk 
appetite

RECOMMENDATION OF CHANGES TO EXISTING ASSET 
BASE AND ASSET ALLOCATION

• Suggested restructuring (per proposal)

• Local/Offshore split

• Trusts; local and offshore

• Companies

• Insurance

• Estate Planning

• Calculating existing estate duty and capital 
gains tax

• Assisting in reducing estate duty and capital 
gains tax

• Reviewing trust deeds

• Reviewing existing wills

INVESTING CLIENT FUNDS

• Bespoke local/offshore share portfolios

• Retirement funds

• Unit trusts (local/offshore)

ONGOING FULL CASH MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

• Fully managed transactional banking accounts for 
clients

• Third party payment functionality – debit orders 
and ad-hoc payments

• Transferring of funds offshore

FIDUCIARY SERVICES

• Trustees on more than 80 trusts

• Trust administration

• Trust accounting

• Tax compliance

• Assisting in applying for foreign tax clearance

• Legal compliance; drafting of resolutions, 
contracts and assisting with legal opinions 


